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ABSTRACT. Bakaninbreen is a 17 km long surge-type glacier in southern Spitsbergen, Sva lbard, which began surging between th e springs of 1985 a nd 1986, forming a surge
fro nt where fast-moving surge ice mee ts non-surging ice. Thi s surge front has propagated
6 km down-glacier over the period to 1995. Instruments kn own as "ploughmeters" wer e
installed into the deform able sedim entary bed close to the surge front to assess mechanica l
conditions year-round. Forces experienced b y ploughmeters located down-glacier of the
surge front ar e generall y lower than th ose r ecorded by a plough meter up-glacier of the
surge front. Ploughm eters installed at the bed down-g lacier of th e surge front show initia lly low appli ed forces, foll owed by incr easing appli ed forces. We interpret this increase in
appli ed forcing as a late-active-phase m oti on eve nt. Analysis of plo ughmeter data allows
calculation of the yield strength of basal sediments. Yield-streng th estimates at Baka ninbreen are in the r ange 16.6- 87.5 kPa. Compa riso n with estimates of basal shear stress suggests tha t sediments up-glacier of the surge front will be ac tively deforming, whereas there
will be only limited deform ation down-glacier of the surge fro nt. Immedi ately downglacier of the surge front, calculati ons indicate negligibl e basa l shear stresses. Togeth er
with th e defo rm ation of sediment from up-glacier, thi s impli es a build-up of sediment at
the surge front, offering a potential explanation for the sediment-filled thrust faults outcropping on th e surge front.

INTRODUCTION
G lacier basal m otion m ay occur by several processes: wh ere
ice rests on a rigid substr ate, basal motion is thought to
result m a inly from sliding at the ice/bed inte rface; where
ice r ests on unconsolidated sediments basal m otion can additionally be caused by deformation of these sediments. In
situ observations by Boulton a ndJones (1979) at the m a rgin
ofBreio amerkulj okull, Iceland, show that up to 88% of the
glacier 's surface velocity may be acco unted for by deformation of water-saturated basal sedi m ents. Wo rk conducted on
Ice Stream B, West Anta rctica, has shown that basal sediment deformation m ay ex plain how fast-flow velocities can
be m aintained in the absence ofl arge d riving stresses, basal
shear stress only reaching 20 kPa in this case (Bl a nkenship
a nd others, 1986). In situ studi es at t he bed of Trapridge
Glacier, Yukon Territor y, Canada, show th at basal sediment
deform ation accounts for approxim ately 10-50 % of surface
velocity, a nd suggest that it is a n important factor in initiating a nd m aintain ing surging (C la rke a nd oth ers, 1984; Blake
a nd others, 1994).
In order to full y understand the details of g lacier motion
on a deform able substrate, a n adequ ate rheological description of basal sediments is required. The only complete rheology has been derived for basal sedimen ts at BreioamerkLllj okull; however, this was based on a rela ti vely sm a ll data
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se t of seven points, gained from meas urem ents made
beneath thin, m argina l ice wh ere basal condi tions m ay not
be representati ve of those beneath the rema inder of the ice
m ass (Paterson, 1981; Boulton a nd Hindm a rsh, 1987). Assessments of the rheologic properti es of basal sediments have
been m ade by several workers; however, the onl y in situ
assessm ents of basal-sediment rheologic p roperti es have
come from Breioamerkulj okull (e.g. Bo ulton and J ones,
1979), Columbi a Gl acier, Al aska (Humphrey a nd others,
1993), Trapridge Glacier (e.g. Fischer and Cla rke, 1994) a nd
Storglaciaren, Sweden (Ive rson and others, 1994), no such
measurements having been undertaken in the high A rctic.
In situ m onitoring of basal sediment properties beneath
high-Arctic glaciers is esp ecia lly impor ta nt, give n the la rge
numbers of surge-type g laciers concentrated in Svalba rd,
and the p otentia l role of basal sediment deform ati on in the
surge p rocess.

FIELD SITE
Dur ing 1994 a nd 1995 we instrumented the bed of Ba kaninbreen, a surge-type vall ey glacier in so uthern Spitsbergen, Svalbard, with in sit u m echa nical sensors.
Ba ka ninbreen bega n surging in 1985-86, a nd a la rge
"bulge" or surge front h as develop ed where fas t-m oving
surge ice m ee ts non-surging ice. This surge front has p ropagated dow n-glacier (D owdeswell and others, 1991; H am brey
a nd others, 1996), in the form of a "compressive wave", associated with the development of thr usts and shear zones
(H a mbrey a nd others, 1996). At th e height of the surge, max21
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imum flow velocities of 4.7 m d- I were recorded, and the
surge front evolved into a steep wall of ice (Dowdeswell
and others, 1991). Surge-front propagation has slowed since
1989, and the surge front has ablated to a gentle ramp, some
50- 60 m in elevation with a maximum slope of 20° (Hambrey and others, 1996). As part of an ongoing research programme investigating surge dynamics at Bakaninbreen
(Murray and Porter, 1994; Porter and Murray, 1995; Hambrey and others, 1996), an extensive hot-water drilling campaign was undertaken during 1994 and 1995 both up-glacier
and down-glacier of the surge front. Drilling has allowed
samples of basal sediment to be extracted, and has demonstrated that Bakaninbreen overrides a layer of soft sediments, at least 1 m thick (Murray and Porter, 1994). The
basal sediments comprise a mixture of marine muds and
glacial till (Hambrey and others, 1996).
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METHODS
Devices known as "plough meters" were installed at the bed
of Bakaninbreen, both up-glacier and down-glacier of the
surge front (Fig. 1). Ploughmeters enable us to assess rheologic properties of basal sediments such as yield strength,
and may also be used to infer sediment texture and assess
glacier sliding rates (Fischer and Clarke, 1994; personal
communication from U. H. Fischer, 1996). The instrument
consists of a 2 m long steel rod machined to a point at one
end. The rod is hammered into basal sediments such that
the upper part becomes trapped within glacier ice. As the
glacier moves over its bed, the rod is dragged through the
sediments (Fig. 2). Two pairs of strain gauges situated perpendicular to one another are bonded to the pointed, immersed section of the rod. The gauges are wired as two
separate full bridges, with bridge completion resistors situated as close to the strain gauges as possible. These gauges
respond to elastic bending of the rod as the device ploughs
through basal sediments.
The ploughmeter is calibrated in the manner described
by Fischer and Clarke (1994). The device is clamped to a flat
bench, with the strain gauges overhanging the bench edge.
The tip of the ploughmeter is then incrementally loaded
with weights. The ploughmeter is rotated through 360° in
15° steps and reloaded. This loading process alters the resistance of the strain gauges and unbalances the bridges. A

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing a ploughmeter installed at
the glacier bed. The plough meter is hammered into basal sediments such that the upper part becomes trapped within glacier
ice. Strain gauges bonded to the immersed section respond to
elastic bending cif the ploughmeter as the device is dragged
through basal sediments by the motion cif the glacier.
Campbell CRlO data logger is used to apply an excitation
voltage to the bridges; if the bridges are unbalanced, a differential voltage signal is generated. This voltage output is
proportional to the magnitude and direction offorce experienced by the ploughmeter. At Bakaninbreen, ploughmeters
were wired to Campbell CRlO data loggers using multiplexer boards. During summer, measurements were taken
at 2 min intervals; in winter and spring this sampling rate
was reduced to 40 and 20 min, respectively.
Once the ploughmeter is installed at the bed, its orientation in the borehole is unknown. The calculated values of
force and direction are relative only to the internal coordinate system of the ploughmeter. However, if we assume that
the principal direction of applied force is down-glacier, and
orientate the average azimuth in this direction, then it is
possible to decompose the force record into cross-glacier
and down-glacier components (Fischer and Clarke, 1994).

RESULTS

Fig. 1. Map cif Bakaninbreen, Svalbard, showing location cif
surge front in 1995 (cross -hatched) and position cif ploughmeter placements: (a) PL-2, (b) PL-3, and ( c) PL-5.
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Figure 3 shows long-term (14 months) force magnitude
and direction (azimuth ) records for ploughmeters
installed at the bed ofBakaninbreen during 1994. Ploughmeters PL-2 and PL-3 were installed down-glacier of the
surge front. These ploughmeters show initially low applied
forces, followed by a period of steadily increasing applied
forcing. This increase in applied force begins in October
1994 for plough meter PL-2, and in May 1995 for ploughmeter PL-3. Ploughmeters PL-2 and PL-3 experience
mean applied forces of 792 and 508 N, respectively, with
maximum recorded applied forces of 1697 N on 15 June
1995 for PL-2, and 615 N on 4 July 1995 for PL-3. P10ughmeter PL-5, situated up-glacier of the surge front, shows
forces an order of magnitude higher than ploughmeters
installed at the bed down-glacier ofthe surge front, experi-
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Fig. 3. Long -termJorce and azimuth recordsJrom ploughmeters: ( a) PL-2, (b) PL -3 situated do wn -glacier cif the surgefront, and
( c) PL-5 situated up-glacier cif the surgeJront. Force and azimuth are labelled F and A, respectivel:Ji. Note the steadil:Ji increasing
Jorce tra ce after October 1994 ( PL-2) and May 1995 ( PL-3). Ploughmeter PL-5 shows a morejaggedJorce trace, consistent with
ploughmeter motion through an area ofcoarse-grained bed. Arrows on (c) PL-5 indicate period over whichyield-strength calcula tions have been made.

Provided the upper section of the ploughmeter is fixed
firmly in glacier ice, and that basal sediments exhibit visco us behaviour after yield, then variations in the magnitude

of appl ied forcing ca n result from three potential causes,
namely: (I) variations in glacier sliding velocity, (2) spatia l
variations in sediment granulometr y, and (3) variations in
basal sediment viscosity. Viscosity variations are in turn inOuenced by changes in effective pressure, deformation
history, porosity, and rate of shearing. If the ploughmeter is
not firml y held in glacier ice, then variations in appli ed
force m ay additionally res ult from movement of the ploughmeter away from the vertical. This effect is unlikely to represent a large source of error, as the borehole diameter relative
to ploughmeter length is such that vertical rotation wo uld
be restricted. Equally, it is possible that small variation s in
ve rtical orientation of the ploughmeter within the borehole
may result from press ure melting and refreez ing (regelation ). In co mmon with Fischer and Clarke (1994), we beli eve
that this eiTect will be negligible due to the insulating properties of the resin and plastic sheath surrounding the instrument. However, if this process does occur, then it will tend
to reduce the applied force experienced by the instrum ent.
The relatively high and variabl e appli ed forces experienced by ploughmeter PL-5 situated up-glacier of the surge
front cou ld result from a combination of any of the factors
outlined above. However, we believe these higher applied
forces are primarily caused by enhanced sliding based on
the foll ow ing evidence. First, observed sliding rates are
higher up-glacier of the surge-front. A "drag-spool" (Blake
and others, 1994; Porter and Murray, 1995) installed at the
bed shows an average sliding rate of 0.002 m d- I, whereas
drag-spools installed down-glacier of th e surge front show
negligible sliding rates. Secondly, the "jagged" nature of the
force trace is ha rd to explain using small-scale spati al
changes in sediment viscosity, but is consistent with move-
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encing a m ean applied force of 1330 N with a m aximum o f
3413 N on 21 O ctober 1994.

PROPERTIES OF BASAL SEDIMENT
To determine the rheometric properties of basal sediments,
an appropriate rheometric model is required. If it is assumed that basal sediment behaves as an ideal plastic solid,
a nd that the ploughmeter approximates a Oat, rigid indenter, then the yield strength, k, of the material may be calculated from
L
k = ...,-----;-:c---:(1)
4ac(2 + 71") ,
where a is the radius of th e ploughmeter, c is the length of
the immersed section of the ploughmeter, and L is the applied force on th e ploughmeter (Fischer and Clarke, 1994).
Using this method, the yield strength of the till at Bakaninbreen is 16.6- 87.5 kPa, with a mean value of29.9 kPa. Th ese
values a re compa rable with values gained from other
glaciers. Using plough meters installed at the bed of Trapridge Glacier, Fischer and C larke (1994) obtained yieldstrength estimates in the range 48- 57 kPa. Using an alternative in situ subglacial sensor called a "dragome ter", Iverson
a nd others (1994) obtained a m ean yield strength estimate of
55 kPa for sediment beneath Storglaciaren.

DISCUSSION
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ment through an area of coarse-grained bed material
(Fischer and Clarke, 1994). Finally, changes in effective pressure appear not to be driving-force variations in this instance. Although no independent measure of pore-water
pressure is available, borehole pressure transducers have
frequently been used to provide a surrogate measure
(Murray, 1994). Pressure transducers located in the study
area show no relationship with applied force experienced
by plough meters.
We interpret the steady increase in applied force experienced by ploughmeters PL-2 and PL-3, as an increase in
glacier sliding rate down-glacier of the surge front caused
by a late-active-phase movement of the surge front. This
movement of the surge front has essentially "activated"
ploughmeters PL-2 and PL-3 located close to the base of
the surge front, resulting in an increase in applied forcing.
We base this interpretation on the following evidence. First,
the smooth nature of the increasing force trace is indicative
of a gradual, steady increase in applied force, consistent
with a steady increase in sliding velocity, movement
through a region of bed with viscosity that increases systematically down-glacier, or a steady decrease in pore-water
pressure. We believe that the magnitude of this steady applied force increase is unlikely to result from spatial viscosity changes alone. Effective pressure variations might offer
an explanation for the observed force increase. However,
as we have previously indicated, borehole water-pressure
measurements show no correlation with the observed force
variations. Secondly, thrust faulting has been identified as a
mechanism allowing down-glacier propagation of the surge
front at Bakaninbreen (Hambrey and others, 1996). Fresh
thrust faulting formed on the surge front between our 1994
and 1995 field seasons, suggesting some activity of the surge
front during this period. Finally, down-glacier displacement
of survey tripods located on the surge front was observed in
1995 (personal communication from D. Orton, 1995). These
tripods were installed in centre-line positions during 1994,
and their displacement during 1994- 95 indicates a movement event in the intervening winter period.

CALCULATION OF BASAL SHEAR STRESS
Basal shear stresses were calculated for centre-line survey
points on Bakaninbreen using the method proposed by
Kamb and Echelmeyer (1986). This method takes into account the effects of longitudinal stress gradients, using the
equation

Tb(X) = _1_1
2Ch-;;

J+OO TL{x')hi(x') exp -Ix' -

xl/£clx', (2)

- 00

where Tb is basal shear stress, TL is local slope stress, n is the
exponent in Glen's flow law, here taken to be 3, x represents
surface coordinates on the glacier centre line, £ is the longitudinal coupling length (i.e. the length scale over which the
effects of changes in ice thickness and surface slope are averaged), and h is ice thickness. Kamb and Echelmeyer found
that for valley glaciers the ratio of Cl h tends to fall into the
range 1.5-2.5. Therefore, following the analysis of Hamilton
(1992), longitudinal coupling length was set at twice the ice
thickness for every surface coordinate at which shear stress
was calculated. Ice thickness values are taken from drilling
records. Maximum calculated shear stress using this technique is 98 kPa, with a mean of26 kPa.

BASAL SEDIMENT DYNAMICS
By comparing the yield strength and shear stress calculations, it is possible to identify areas of potential sediment deformation (Fig. 4). Down-glacier of the surge front, shear
stress rarely exceeds the minimum calculated yield
strength, implying that shearing of sediment is limited in
this region. Conversely, up-glacier of the surge front, shear
stress consistently exceeds the mean calculated yield
strength, and in the region of the surge front exceeds maximum calculated yield strength. This implies that deformation of sediment is likely to be occ urring in these regions.
However, the possibility that certain areas of the bed may
be supporting higher than average levels of shear stress,
thereby reducing shear stress to below the sediment yield
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likely that incorporation into thrust faults, combined with
resultant transport towards the surface, is a method of purging the glacier bed of excess sediment.

CONCLUSIONS
Data from ploughmeters installed at the bed of Bakaninbreen indicate a late-active-phase motion event. Even
though the surge began in 1985, some down-glacier motion
of the surge front is still occurring. Such indistinct surge termination and lengthy a ctive phase are characteristics that
have been observed on other Svalbard surge-type glaciers
(Dowdeswell and others, 1991). By comparing the yield
strength of basal sediments to the basal shear stress, we are
able to determin e regions of potenti a l sedim ent deformation. Down-glacier of the surge front, sediment deformation
appears to b e limited; up-glacier of the surge front, it seems
likely to b e more widespread, which may result in the accumulation of sediment in the region of the surge front. Thrust
faults b earing basally derived debris offer a potential mechani sm for the removal of basal sediments in thi s region,
to englacial and supraglacial p ositions.

Fig. 5. Thrust fa ult on the surge front at Bakaninbreen.
Basal!) derived debris emerges from the fault, forming an
apron qfdebris on theglacier surface.
strength across large areas of the bed, cannot b e discounted .
These so-called "sticky spots" m ay occur in a reas wh ere
basal sediment is absent (Iverson and others, 1995). Any b edrock protuberance of significant size may then b e abl e to
support larger tha n ave rage shea r stresses (Alley, 1989). Evidence from drilling a nd sediment sampling suggests that in
the observation area, Bakaninbreen is underlain by a spatiall y extensive sediment laye r at least I m thick (Murray
a nd Porter, 1994). Furthermore, surface features such as localised crevassing, which may indicate th e presence of such a
protuberance, ar e a bsent.
Immediately down-glacier of the surge front , longitudinal compression caused by the propagation of the surge
front h as resulted in uplift of the glacier surface, forming a
compressive tec tonic structure that we term a "forebulge"
(Fig. 4). The resultant reverse surface slope immediately
down-glacier of the surge fr ont r esults in decreasing shear
stress in th e region of the forebulge (Fig. 4), which is likely
to hindel- the transp ort of sediment down-glacier. Together
with th e deform ation of sediments from up-glacier, this
stress gradient implies a potential build-up of sediment in
this area.
Thrusting is an important process on surge-typ e
glacier s, providing a mechanism wh ereby down-glacier propagation of a surge front is possible, and allowing transport
oflarge volumes of basal debris to englacial and supragl acial
positions (Clarke a nd Blake, 1991; Hambrey and others, 1996).
Structural investigations conducted on Bakaninbreen have
shown th at high-angle thrust faults are p a rtially responsible
for the propagation of the surge front, and that some of th ese
faults incorporate basal debris from the b ed, lifting it to the
surface to form linear ridges up to 1 m high (Fig. 5; Hambrey
and others, 1996). Subsequent radar surveys (Murray and
others, 1997) have confirmed that some of these features a re
englacially extensive, whil e many sediment-filled blind
thrusts arc also present. Given the appa rent accumulation
of basal sediment in th e region of the surge front, it seems
https://doi.org/10.3189/S0260305500011873 Published online by Cambridge University Press
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